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a b s t r a c t

We prove that the reflection spectrum (RS), which was thought to be not able to determine the crystal
structure, can be used to determine the colloidal crystal’s structure with a rather fast sample rate. This
method shows its superiority by comparing with conventional static light scattering (SLS) method. The
result greatly extended the applicability of the reflection spectrum method, which has already been used
ccepted 18 November 2010
vailable online 26 November 2010
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in measuring lattice spacing and crystal size, etc. in the study of colloidal crystals. Therefore, it becomes
possible for the reflection spectrum method to simultaneously and rapidly determine the crystal struc-
ture, lattice constant and crystal size, etc. of colloidal crystals, which is essential for deep understanding
of phase behavior and crystallization kinetics.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

eflection spectrum
tatic light scattering

. Introduction

Colloidal suspensions have acquired a model system status
n probing the underlying physics in condensed matters because
f the analogy between atomic and colloidal system. Larger
article size and slower dynamics greatly facilitate the study
oth in temporal scale and spatial scale. Rich phase behav-

ors including disorder-order-reentrant fluid [1–4] and phase
iagrams [5–7] have been observed experimentally for sus-
ensions of charged colloidal particles. Conventionally it was
elieved that the charged colloidal particles interact predom-

nantly via a screened Coulomb repulsion according to DLVO
Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek) theory. But recent studies
ave shown that attractive interparticle interaction could exist
etween highly charged particles [8–10]. The range and strength of

nterparticle interaction potential can be varied over a wide range
y changing the particle concentration, foreign salt concentration
nd surface charge numbers. By controlling these parameters, dif-
erent crystallization behaviors can be observed.

The crystal structure, lattice constant and crystal size, etc., are

mportant parameters that describe the characteristics of crys-
als. Therefore, the rapid measurement of these parameters during
rystallization is of great importance, especially for studying the
rystallization kinetics. On the other hand, the simultaneous deter-

∗ Corresponding author at: Key Laboratory of Microgravity, Institute of Mechanics,
hinese Academy of Sciences, No. 15 Beisihuanxi Road, Beijing 100190, People’s
epublic of China. Tel.: +86 10 82544093; fax: +86 10 82544096.

E-mail address: sunzw@imech.ac.cn (Z. Sun).
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mination of these parameters is also necessary, because these
parameters might have some relationship during the crystallization
process. Normally, different methods on studying these parame-
ters of colloidal crystals may have different advantages. However,
most of the present methods cannot satisfy both the rapid and the
simultaneous measurement.

Reflection spectrum can achieve a fast sampling rate easily and
has been used in the study of nucleation and growth velocity of
colloidal crystal, in which the lattice spacing and crystal size were
measured [11,12]. However, according to the present viewpoints,
the crystal structure can not be determined by the reflection spec-
trum method alone [13,14].

At present, the mainly used methods to analyze the crystal struc-
ture are Kossel line [15–17], static light scattering (SLS) [18–21] and
ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) [22–25]. Kossel line can
be used to determine crystal structure and lattice constant with
high accuracy, however sometimes a moderate degree of perfec-
tion of the crystallites and certain grain sizes are needed [15]. SLS is
another very effectively and widely used method which can char-
acterize the colloidal crystal’s structure. It is highly analogous to
X-ray diffraction (XRD) in many respects. In principle, the inten-
sity distribution by SLS and XRD both originate from the Bragg
diffraction by the ordered lattice sites in crystal. The difference is
the wavelength of the light source, which should be comparable
with the interparticle distance. In the measurements of XRD, the

light source is X-ray with very short wavelength. However, laser
was used as light source in SLS because the interparticle distance
in colloidal dispersions is in the range of visible light. For conven-
tional SLS measurements, a mechanically rotated detector is used to
collect the scattering light distribution at different scattering angle

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfa.2010.11.051
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09277757
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/colsurfa
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by changing the wavelength � of the incident light.
In SLS, the scattered angle � is variable and the wavelength � of

the laser is fixed. On the contrary, the value of � is fixed and the
wavelength is variable for RS. The setup of RS used in this study is
shown in Fig. 2. The light coming from light source hits the crys-
H. Zhou et al. / Colloids and Surfaces A:

round the sample cell. Due to the rotation speed limitation of the
etector, it needs several minutes to complete one measurement,
hich makes it difficult to measure crystal structures and other
arameters rapidly. Therefore, SLS is mainly used in the study of
teady state or the process in which the parameters of crystals
hange very slowly. Recently, with the developments of commer-
ial equipments and some self-build setups, great improvements
n time resolution had been achieved [26]. For example, in the

ethod of SLS, CCD array was used to receive the scattering light
n a rather wide range of scattering angle to get the intensity dis-
ribution. By this means, the mechanically rotated detector can be
emoved so that the sampling rate can be greatly increased. How-
ver, it is not convenient for CCD array to receive scattering light
ange from 0◦ to 180◦ mostly. So, some important data at certain
cattering angle may be missed. For USAXS technique, the precise
nformation including lattice parameters and crystal direction has
een successfully obtained. But it is limited to the high contrast
olloidal systems such as PMMA latex suspensions and silica dis-
ersions. Sometimes a synchrotron source is needed for dispersions
ith low contrast [27].

In this study, we will demonstrate that a simple reflection
pectrum method can achieve rapid and simultaneous measure-
ent of important parameters of colloidal crystals by improving

he analysis of the measured spectrum. Commonly, single diffrac-
ion peak is analyzed from the intensity-wavelength graph of RS.
nstead, we analyzed multiple diffraction peaks from the intensity-

ave vector graph. By this means, more precise and quantitative
nformation about the colloidal crystal could be obtained than
reviously reported [11,13,14]. Especially, the consistency of the
esults from RS and SLS presents convinced evidence that the crys-
al structure can be determined by the RS method alone. Therefore,
he results clarified the misunderstanding that RS can not deter-

ine the crystal structure. Moreover, we prove that the RS method,
s long as the relevant diffraction peaks are located in the available
avelength range, can be powerful for the researches of colloidal

rystals, because lattice constant, crystal size and crystal structure
tc. can all be simultaneously and rapidly measured. Besides, the
etermination of the crystal structure is much faster than conven-
ional SLS, showing remarkable superiority of the RS method.

. Principle for the determination of crystal structure

.1. Static light scattering

SLS is one of the most commonly used tools to study the crystal
tructure and phase behaviors of colloidal crystal at present time.
t is the same as XRD in principle, the difference is that laser with
certain wavelength is utilized instead of X-ray because of larger

nterparticle distance in colloidal dispersions. If we can collect the
cattered light distribution at different angles and obtain the rela-
ionship between structure factor S(q) and wave vector q through
ext analysis, the crystal structure can be determined.

The wave vector can be expressed by the following equation:

= |qi − qs| = 4�n

�
sin

(
�

2

)
(1)

here qi and qs are the wave-vectors of the incident and scat-
ered light, respectively. n is the refractive index of the suspending

edium and � is the laser wavelength in vacuum. The measured
harp Bragg peaks from the crystallites could be observed at posi-
ions.
h k l = 2�

a

√
h2 + k2 + l2 (2)

here h, k, l are the Miller indices of the Bragg diffraction plane and
is the lattice constant of the crystal.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup used in SLS: (a) sample cell and (b) detector.

A simple scheme of SLS is shown in Fig. 1. The detector is rotated
around the sample to collect scattered light distribution at different
angles, the structure factor S(q) could be calculated from the mea-
sured scattered intensity I(q) according to the following equation:

I(q) ∝ P(q)S(q) (3)

where P(q) is the form factor of a single particle, it describes the
angle dependence of single particles scattering and can be cal-
culated theoretically or estimated experimentally on the dilute
suspension in the presence of salt (with no crystallites). Experi-
mentally, when the suspensions are very dilute, the scattered light
intensity I(q) can be used to substitute S(q) [28–30]. In this paper,
the colloidal suspensions used is dilute, so we use I(q) instead of
S(q) in the later part.

2.2. Reflection spectrum

From the current opinion, reflection spectrum cannot be used
to determine the crystal structure alone though it is widely used
in the field of nucleation and growth kinetics [11,13]. However, if
we can obtain the relationship between I(q) and q in a proper way
from reflection spectrum, the structure of colloidal crystal will be
able to be determined, just like XRD and SLS in principle.

According to Eq. (1), wave vector q is the function of angle �
and wavelength �, so the variation of q can be realized through two
approaches: one is by changing the scattered angle �; the other is
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the setup used in RS. The angle between the incident
and reflected light is kept 180◦ .
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allization cell perpendicularly, and the intensity of the reflected
ight is received by the spectrometer. The angle � between the
ncident and reflected light is kept 180◦ in the measurements. The
alogen light source (Avalight-HAL, Avantes, Netherlands) can emit

ight with wavelength range from 300 nm to 1100 nm. Through the
hanges of � we can also obtain I(q) vs q, so reflection spectrum
hould also be able to determine the crystal structure.

In this paper, we will use SLS and RS respectively to analyze the
tructure and lattice constant of the crystal formed in the dilute col-
oidal dispersions. The validness of the reflection spectrum method
o determine the structure is checked by comparing the experimen-
al results from the two methods.

. Experiments

.1. Sample preparation

The charged polystyrene colloidal particles used in the exper-
ments were synthesized by an emulsion polymerization method
31]. The as prepared PS latex was stored with resin (G501-X8(D),
io-Rad Laboratories, USA) for further deionization. The diameter
nd polydispersity of the latex particles measured by dynamic light
cattering method (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, USA)
ere 102 nm and 0.05, respectively. The surface charge density

f latex particles is 11 �C cm−2 by conductometric titration. The
uspensions used in the experiments were prepared by carefully
eighting certain amount of PS latex, and then mixed it with dou-

le distilled water in a proper ratio. At last ultrasonic is used to
btain a homogeneous colloidal solution.

.2. Structural analysis of colloidal crystal

The structural analysis of the colloidal crystal is based on the
bove mentioned methods, SLS and RS. The sketch diagrams of
hem are exhibited in Figs. 1 and 2.

In the measurement of SLS, some deionized suspensions were
ntroduced into a cuvette with an inner diameter of 6 mm. The
uvette stood vertically in a cylindrical vat which was filled with
efractive index matched solvent and the temperature was kept
t 25 ± 0.1 ◦C. The light source is He–Ne laser with wavelength
32 nm. The step angle of the detector is 0.2◦ and the scanning
ange is 30–130◦.

In the measurement of reflection spectrum, the colloidal sus-
ensions were introduced into close circuit system consisted of
ube, peristaltic pump, ion-exchange resin chamber, a conductivity

easurement unit and crystallization cell, as shown in Fig. 2. The
ump was used to circulate the suspension through ion-exchange
esin and help the system stay in a state with low ion concentra-
ion. The crystallization process begins just after cessation of shear
ow. The range of q that can be provided by the spectrometer is
bout 17–50 �m−1.

. Results and discussion

The light intensity at different q measured by SLS for steady col-
oidal crystals formed in suspension with volume fraction 0.3% was
hown in Fig. 3. The wave vectors corresponding to the three Bragg
eaks were 14.6 �m−1, 20.63 �m−1 and 24.76 �m−1, respectively.
he ratio is

√
2 :

√
4 :

√
6. According to the Eq. (2) derived from

election rules, the crystal structure was identified to be body cen-

ered cubic (BCC) and the crystal planes were assigned to be (1 1 0),
2 0 0), and (2 1 1).

The reflection spectrum results for the same sample were dis-
layed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(A) is the typical RS pattern, in which the x-axis

s the wavelength of the reflected light. Using Eq. (1), Fig. 4(A) can
Fig. 3. SLS profile of the deionized polycrystalline PS sample (˚ = 0.3%).

be converted to Fig. 4(B), in which the x-axis is the wave vector.
It could be clearly seen that the converted pattern was very sim-
ilar to the SLS profile (Fig. 3). They were both the light intensity
as a function of wave vectors, i.e. the relationship of I(q) and q.
Then we can determine the crystal structure by the relative posi-
tions of the reflected peaks, just like the crystal structural analysis
methodology used in SLS.

There are five reflected peaks in Fig. 4(B), the correspond-
ing wave vectors were 20.34 �m−1, 24.84 �m−1, 28.59 �m−1,
31.86 �m−1 and 42.5 �m−1. The ratio of them was

√
4 :

√
6 :

√
8 :√

10 :
√

18, so the crystal should be BCC and the reflected crystal
planes were (2 0 0), (2 1 1), (2 2 0), (3 1 0) and (3 3 0). Meanwhile,
we observed the higher order Bragg peaks (3 1 0) and (3 3 0) ben-
efited from the wide range of wavelengths supplied by the light
source.

Comparing Figs. 4(B) and 3, it can be seen that the determina-
tion of crystal structure by RS and SLS are quite similar in principle.
Both of the methods need to know the ratio of the wave vectors
corresponding to different peaks. Therefore, two or more peaks
in the range of wave vectors are necessary for these methods to
determine the crystal structure. It could be possible that, for some
samples, only one peak or even no peak shows up in the wave vector
range. In this condition, one should resort to some other structure
characterization method.

In addition to structure determination, reflection spectrum can
also obtain lattice constant value. It can be obviously seen from Eq.
(2) that there should be a linear relationship between wave vector
q and (h2 + k2 + l2)1/2, and the slope is related to lattice constant.
So, whether the linearity is good or not is a criterion to weight the
validity of the new method. Look at Fig. 4(C) where (h2 + k2 + l2)1/2

was plotted as q, the linearity was very excellent. It indicated the
method is indeed reasonable. The lattice constant obtained from the
slope is 636 nm and the value calculated from the wave–vector q of
(2 2 0) is 621 nm, showing good consistency. The nearest-neighbor
interparticle distance in the bcc crystal can then be calculated to
be about 538 nm (from the value of a = 621 nm). However, the clos-
est interparticle distance should be 622 nm (0.879 d˚−1/3) if all
the colloidal particles are forming uniform BCC symmetry. There-
fore, the result provides a support to the viewpoint that sometimes

attractive interparticle interaction must be considered in addition
to purely repulsive forces [8–10].

In order to make a clear comparison, the results obtained from
SLS and RS were both given in Table 1. Both of the two methods
confirmed the crystal structure was BCC, the lattice constant val-
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Table 1
The comparison of SLS and RS results.

Characterization method Crystal structure Lattice constant q value corresponding to (200) plane q value corresponding to (211) plane

SLS BCC 637 nm 20.63 �m−1 24.76 �m−1

RS BCC 636 nm 20.34 �m−1 24.84 �m−1

Fig. 4. The results of reflection spectrum measurement (˚ = 0.3%): (A) I vs �, (B) I vs
q and (C) (h2 + k2 + l2)1/2 vs q.
Fig. 5. Reflection spectra at different crystallization time for charged PS suspensions
(˚ = 0.3%).

ues were almost the same and the wave vectors corresponding to
(2 0 0), (2 1 1) is close too.

The changes of reflection spectrum patterns in the early growth
stage of colloidal crystal (˚ = 0.3%) was shown in Fig. 5. The reflec-
tion peak became sharp, and the peak intensity increased during
crystallization, which corresponds to the increase in crystal size.
As a matter of fact, not only the intensity but also the positions
of the peaks changed with time. Under this rapid changing situa-
tion, conventional SLS will have some difficulties because of slow
data collecting rate. RS may be a good complementary substitute.
Benefited from the much faster sampling rate, reflection spectrum
could determine the crystal structure promptly and it is very useful
in monitoring the growth and possible structural changes during
crystallization.

It can be seen that Fig. 4(B) (from RS) is very similar to Fig. 3
(from SLS). Therefore, we can conclude that the RS can substitute
the conventional SLS method to a great extent for the study of col-
loidal crystals. Moreover, the RS method greatly increases the time
resolution of the measurement comparing with conventional SLS.
For SLS measurement, the consumed time was tens of minutes for
scanning angle ranged from 0◦ to 180◦ with a step 0.2◦. But in RS,
the time resolution is greatly enhanced (0.25 s/spectrum). It may
be even more rapid with the upgrade of the instruments. So there
is great potential application in studying the possible structural
changes in the early stage of the crystallization process [32]. There-
fore, we show that the lattice constant and crystal structure can
both be simultaneously and rapidly measured by the RS method.
Besides, some other parameters such as crystal size (actually the
thickness) etc. can also be measured simultaneously and rapidly,
as reported in some other studies [11,14].

5. Conclusion

Based on the principle analysis of conventional SLS method, we

demonstrated that the reflection spectrum can also determine the
structure of colloidal crystal as long as the relevant diffraction peaks
located in the available wavelength range. The experimental results
from RS are compared with those from conventional SLS method,
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howing excellent coincidence. The results clarified the long-time
isunderstanding that the RS cannot be used to determine the

rystal structure. The results also make RS method suitable for mea-
uring the important parameters such as crystal structure, lattice
onstant and crystal size simultaneously and rapidly, making RS
more robust tool for the study of colloidal crystal. However, it

hould be noted that RS is not appropriate for very turbid samples,
hich is similar to other light scattering methods.
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